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Abstract

Chalcogenides form a vast material class, which comprises compounds with very interesting and diverse chemical
and physical properties. They are applicable in a broad range of technologies, such as data storage, energy
conversion, infrared detection, high-mobility thin-film transistors and spintronics, and count among their ranks
materials with exceptional properties, including superconductors and topological insulators.
The seminar discusses chemical and physical properties of chalcogenides for optical data storage, non-volatile
electronic memories and thermoelectric power generation. After a short introduction to the key concepts of such
applications and to chalcogenide materials, structural and chemical properties of group IV and group V
chalcogenides, collectively referred to as p3 chalcogenides, are presented; state-of-the-art materials for data storage
and thermoelectric energy conversion belong to this sub-class. Next, the interplay between the nature of the chemical
bond and opto-electronic properties relevant to data storage applications is discussed. A treasure map is presented,
which predicts which p3 chalcogenides are suitable for data storage applications and enables pre-optimization of
their properties. Extension of the approach to other material classes is discussed. Finally, such classification scheme
is adopted to discuss the application of p3 chalcogenides to thermoelectric power generation. It is shown how the
nature of the chemical bond is closely related to the thermoelectric performance, by means of experimental
quantification of Fermi surface complexity and “band linearity” in combination with tight-binding and k·p modeling
of the electronic structure. Design rules are defined that link chemical bonding properties to thermoelectric
performance and enable the discovery of high-efficiency thermoelectric materials.
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